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Abstract:
As the power electronics industry has developed, various families of power electronic inverters
and rectifiers have evolved, often linked by power level (single- or three- phase), switching
devices, and topological origins. The process of switching the electronic devices in a power
electronic converter from one state to another is called modulation. The most popular
modulation strategy for controlling the ac output of bridge inverters is known as carrier-based
pulse width modulation (PWM), which varies the duty cycle of the inverter switches at a high
switching frequency to achieve a target average line-frequency output voltage or current. This
tutorial provides a comprehensive overview of the evolution of single-phase converter topologies
underlining power decoupling techniques and the development of various PWM techniques and
pulse energy modulation (PEM). Different with most carrier-based PWM techniques, PEM
employs energy reference rather than the voltage or current reference to compare with the
carrier waveform to produce the triggering signals. Conventional passive power decoupling
techniques paralleling a large electrolytic capacitor at the DC side were commonly used in singlephase power converters to buffer the second-order power mismatch. In recent years, as the
active power decoupling technologies advance, it is promising to reduce the capacitance of the
DC-link capacitor to enable the use of small film capacitors and extend the lifetime of the overall
converter system, by employing independent power decoupling circuits such as bidirectional
converters or dependent power decoupling circuits that share power electronic components with
original converters. The active power decoupling topologies are evolved on three branches:
current-reference, DC voltage-reference and AC voltage-reference. The tutorial presents benefits
and drawbacks of each topology as compared with its predecessor in an underlying logic way
enabling the audience to develop a systematic methodology to come up with new solutions for
their own applications. In addition, a general comparison has also been made in terms of
decoupling capacitance/inductance, additional cost, efficiency and complexity of control,
providing a benchmark for future power decoupling topologies. Finally, a 10kW single-phase
power inverter system is used as an example in the case study of power decoupling project at
the Research Center for Photovoltaic System Engineering of Hefei University of Technology in
China. The electrolytic capacitor of mF is replaced by a smaller film capacitor of ~200uF through
topological and algorithmic designs, where a direct input current predictive control technique is
used to achieve the power decoupling function.
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